Validator is the only
automated
compliance solution
available. Validator
significantly reduces
validation time.
Results
guaranteed.
Book a demo

Welcome
to
the
Compliance
Associates
quarterly
newsletter! This newsletter we will focus on industry trends
and hot topics, customer success stories, and relevant
news in the validation and regulatory compliance industry.
This month, we launched our new website! Explore the new
site to learn more about Compliance Associates, what we
offer and how we can help your business.
Also be sure to check out our video below for a quick
overview of our business.

Have a Question?
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In order to help our
customers get their
questions
answered
quickly,
we've put together
a list of frequently
asked questions.
Visit our FAQ page

Client Feedback
"Validator has been
invaluable
to
our
company. With it, we
have a far more
efficient process."
-Eric David, Director
Translational Medicine
at Biogen
See what our other
clients are saying

21 CFR Part 11
Due to pressures
from regulatory
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Electronic versus Digital Signatures
Automation is critical, therefore companies are rapidly
moving to platforms that leverage paperless working
environments in order to enhance quality, reduce costs and
gain efficiency. A large component of automation is the
ability to workflow documents electronically. This has
sparked confusion and debate in regards to signatures,
specifically electronic signatures versus digital signatures.
Read more

Improve the process of equipment
qualification and software validation
The Development Translational Medicine
Laboratories
at
Biogen
needed to
streamline the process and delivery of its
equipment and software validation. To do
this, they required a vendor who could
provide the right
implementation methodology, had
extensive knowledge of the life sciences industry, and an
automated solution for validation that could seamlessly
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bodies, 21 CFR Part
11 has become a
large concern for the
pharmaceutical
industry.

automated solution for validation that could seamlessly
integrate Biogen's complex delivery life-cycle.
Read more

Learn more about
this hot topic

Your partner for regulatory compliance with over 25 years of experience.
Consult with a validation expert today.
Stay connected!
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